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WWW.DOMEOFVISIONS.DK

You can follow the program and 
any program changes at
www.domeofvisions.dk and
you are welcome to visit the 
dome.

#DOMEOFVISIONS
Facebook: DomeofVisions
Instagram: domeofvisions
Twitter: domeofvisions

THE DOME IN NUMBERS
Plot: 450 m2
Diameter: 24
Height: 10.5 m.
Hat: 32 m2
Internal house: 110 m2
Capacity: approx 150 seats
Ground floor: 75 seats
Meeting room: 6-8 seats

WE ARE LOCATED AT
Inge Lehmanns Gade, Pier 2, 
Aarhus Ø
8000 Aarhus C

CONTACT

DOME OF VISIONS
Daily operation;
practical arrangements,  
bar and technology 
Mette Nasser:
mette@domeofvisions.dk
mobil 60243187 
and Martin Voola: 
voola@domeofvisions.dk 
mobil 2945 5045

Artistic director and curator;
Program Manager, booking
Gry Worre Hallberg:  
gry@domeofvisions.dk 
mobil 2624 7734
       
Journalist and Press Officer
Søren Egert: 
egert@domeofvisions.dk 
mobil 2031 8400

Financial administrator
Ulrik Gerdes: 
gerdes@domeofvisions.dk

NCC
Project and communication
Sabine Desirée Åxman:
sdx@ncc.dk

PARTNERS

ENGLISH 
VERSION



A brand new and redesigned Dome of 
Visions has opened its doors - located 
between the South Harbour district and 
the new part of town Aarhus Ø.

Dome of Visions in Aarhus is launched 
in an interesting collaboration between 
the Municipality of Aarhus, the Nordic 
construction company NCC and the 
Dome of Visions crew.

The Dome is a temporary and sensu-
ous space presenting different events 
focused on sustainability, future 
construction, digitalisation, architec-
ture, collaboration, culture, art and 
city life. With its temporary location 
at the Harbour the Dome is placed 
in the heart of the newly transformed 
neighborhood - between the old and 
new part of the city.

Welcome to Aarhus as European 
Capital of Culture 2017. With the 
theme re-think the municipality of 
Aarhus will host events and debates 
in city and in the Dome. The events 
will create the framework for the trans-
formation and urban development of 
the city.

A GREEN BUBBLE
Dome of Visions is a dome-shaped 
greenhouse, which is about the same 
height as a three-storey house. The 
dome is transparent and contains 
a two-storey wooden house, which 
is sheltered from wind and water 
and surrounded by fragrant trees 
and plants. We monitor the indoor 
climate all year around and research 
on how the body sense the sensuous 
greenhouse space.

A SUSTAINABLE AND SENSUOUS PLACE
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Dome 3.0 in Aarhus is developed 
and designed by the architect 
Kristoffer Tejlgaard (Atelier Kristof-
fer Tejlgaard). The architecture is 
re-designed based on experience 
from the previous two dome-
versions 1.0 and 2.0

Read more at:: 
www.domeofvisions.dk.

EXPERIMENT 1:1 
Dome of Visions is action rather than 
words. The experiment will harvest 
new experiences with alternative 
constructions, materials, urban de-
velopment, digitalisation, co-creation 
and new forms of collaboration.
The dome will also pave the way for 
new visions by creating a framework 
for conferences and debates about 
the future of sustainable cities and 
buildings. 

SPACES IN-BETWEEN
The Dome is a public space - a rede-
signed community centre, providing 
an idea on how to create an urban 
and vibrant city life.

We are working hard to present an 
academic, artistic and a cultural pro-
gram and we invite you to occupy the 
space with us. The sky’s the limit. 

Feel free to contact us or drop by for 
a coffee if you have something on 
your mind. But hurry - Dome of Visions 
is only located at Pier 2 until summer 
2018. Visit our website and discover 
the Dome calendar 2017/2018.

SHARED VISIONS
Dome of Visions as a concept is cre-
ated in close collaboration between 
NCC and a group of visionary en-
thusiasts, artistic forces and ambitious 
architects driven by curiosity and 
passion for a more sustainable soci-
ety. Dome of Visions is a thrid space 
and located between several worlds. 
It should be understood as such.

The architecture of Dome of Visions 
is based on the American architect, 
system theorist and futurist R. Buck-
minster Fuller’s (1895-1983) ideas 
and mindset. Bucky studied minimal-
ist constructions and is known for 
the geodesic dome and dreamed of 
creating more with less.


